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ASTANA

RACE
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KOLTAKOV
1ST FOR A FIRST

T

STANDINGS AFTER FINAL1
Dmitry Koltakov, 40 pts
Sergey Karachintsev, 36 pts
Daniil Ivanov, 30 pts

he FIM Ice Speedway Gladiators World

The riders hailed the quality of the track and of the

Championship has just experienced its first Final

organisation in Astana and the show was a real

of the season on 3 and 4 February in Astana. Ka-

treat. One of the decisive events was the emer-

zakhstan's capital, that organised the 2017 Uni-

gence of a Swedish opposition up to the final....

versal Exhibition, had never before welcomed the

But which couldn't topple Dmitry Koltakov. The ri-

big names of the discipline. How can you watch

der from Kourgan let two points slip between his

cold-eyed these hot-blooded gladiators and

fingers in the races on Saturday but secured the

their fiery manoeuvring on icy ovals? The various

Grand Slam on Sunday with seven wins following

teams had honed their studs and engines to face

seven starts.

the two competition evenings in front of 8,500

Koltakov will focus this weekend on another goal

spectators at Alau Ice Palace. On the programme

of his season, namely the bagging of his fourth

on Saturday and on Sunday: five races per rider

teams World Champion title. The Russians are of

and then for those having qualified, the semi-fi-

course the favourites as evidenced by their one-

nals and the final. And at the end, a big winner,

two-three on Sunday in Kazakhstan. What's more,

defending World champion, Dmitry Koltakov, with

the event will take place in Chadrinsk, therefore on

Motul's technical support.

home turf for the rider wearing Motul's colours.
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KCMG
Josh Burdon
Ligier JS P3

ASIAN LE MANS SERIES

SEPANG

RACE

04/04

EURASIA MOTORSPORT'S
STRONG COMEBACK

LMP3 FINAL TEAM RANKING
Jackie Chan DC Racing X Jota #6, 77 pts
KCMG, 54 pts
Taiwan Beer GH Motorsport, 54 pts

T

he third staging of the Asian Le Mans Series

torsport was no longer in a position to aim for the

finished on 4 February in Sepang. In Malaysia, Mo-

final podium of the ACO labelled championship.

tul experienced the joy of a podium shared with its

That didn't prevent it from securing pole in LMP2

technical partner Eurasia Motorsport.

thanks to Jeffri's talent and it also battled for the

We've perhaps forgotten the fact but that struc-

podium of the Sepang 4 Hours. Goal attained with

ture, based in the Philippines and founded in 2003,

a 3rd place at the arrival but the Ligier #33 could

was the junior team of F1 Minardi team. Today, Eu-

expect better had Parsons not spun out.

rasia Motorsport competes in various prototype

Motul also provided its technical support to the

and single-seater disciplines. As suggested by its

Hong Kong team KCMG victorious in Zhuhai and

name, it brings together motorsport specialists

Buriram, which was aiming for the title in LMP3 and

from the European and Asian continents.

an invitation to the 24 Hours of Le Mans which ac-

That philosophy works well with the Asian Le Mans

companies that. Josh Burdon clinched his fourth

Series. But the 2017/2018 season has barely smiled

pole in four events and the Ligier #18 was calling

on the team dear to Mark Goddard. On arriving in

the shots when it suffered a penalty for a pitstop

Sepang with its Ligier JS P2 and its drivers Nabil

offence. And KCMG lost it all except for the hono-

Jeffri, Marco Asmer and Jake Parsons, Eurasia Mo-

rary title of vice-champion.
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RÉTROMOBILE CLASSIC CAR SHOW

Fondation du
Patrimoine & Motul

PARIS

1930 S JEWEL OF A CAR REWARDED
AT RÉTROMOBILE

O

n Tuesday 6 February at the opening night

showcase the motorised road vehicle heritage.

event of the Rétromobile show the name of the

The car displayed throughout Rétromobile on

Motul-Fondation du Patrimoine Grand Prix win-

Motul's booth (Hall 1, Booth F 30) fits that bill per-

ning project was disclosed. Célia Verot, general

fectly. The 'VRD 19' was designed by Berliet in the

director of the Fondation du patrimoine and Her-

Lyon suburb of Vénissieux. A limited number of

vé Amelot, Motul's president of the management

just 999 units were built, including the 10 'Limou-

board handed this prize worth 20,000 € to Phi-

sine' deluxe versions. Like racing cars these had

lippe Brossette, president of the Fondation Ma-

a low chassis for greater stability. Technical as-

rius Berliet. That institution will take care of the

pects, equipment and finishings exuded the very

restoration of a Berliet VRD 19 Limousine dating

top end of the market.

from 1933, the last surviving model of a series of

The restoration will mainly concern the bodywork

ten built. Expect to see it 'like new' at the 2020

wooden structure, metallic body steel sheets,

staging of Rétromobile!

drive train, wiring harness and internal trimmings.

Thanks to its partnership with Motul, the Fonda-

Motul is a partner of Rétromobile held from 7 to 11

tion du patrimoine has been providing since 2008

February in Paris at the Porte de Versailles Exhibi-

its financial support to projects to safeguard and

tion Grounds.
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FIM MXGP

HONDA RACING CORPORATION
SEASON PRESENTATION

Tim Gajser, Brian Bogers, Calvin Vlaanderen
Honda CRF450RW, CRF250RW

TIM, BRIAN AND CALVIN
GUNNING FOR GLORY

T

eam HRC and Motul will be pursuing their tech-

well too, I like the bike a lot, so it's wait and see!'

nical partnership in 2018 on world Motocross ter-

He's 21 years old, like Gajser, hails from the Nether-

rains. The presentation of the Honda factory riders

lands and will be discovering this year the Motocross

contending in MXGP and in MX2 suggests that the

elite in Team HRC. Brian Bogers contributes his in-

future holds great promise...

disputable top speed, but injured a foot in the tests,

The 2017 season began spectacularly for Tim Gajser.

which could compromise his start to the season.

The Slovenian won in all eight races and three Grand

Gunning for glory in MX2, Team HRC has bet on Cal-

Prix. Unfortunately, an injury removed his chances of

vin Vlaanderen, a South African aged 21 also. He'll en-

clinching a third consecutive world crown. Having

joy the brand new Honda CRF250RW on which he

bagged the MX2 title in 2015 and the top category tit-

already podiumed at the Internazionali d’Italia di Mo-

le the following year, he is banking on the enhanced

tocross on the sand of Riola Sardo. 'I know MX2 but a

version of the Honda CRF450RW to take his revenge

new adventure is beginning for me with an extremely

in 2018. 'We finished the season well, the tests went

competitive package.'
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FIM MOTOGP

BURIRAM TESTS

THE MALAYSIAN ASSUMPTION

T

eam Monster Yamaha Tech3, partnered tech-

YZR-M1 of the team. Hafizh Syahrin is a 23 year old

nically by Motul shone throughout the 2017 sea-

Malaysian who has the experience of four full sea-

son thanks to Johann Zarco's performances. The

sons in Moto2, with three podiums to his name. He

French rookie clinched three podiums, not without

has finished inside the Top 10 in the end-of-year

passing very close to victory on several occasions.

points for the past two years

His team-mate, Jonas Folger, missed the last four

Hervé Poncharal's words suggest that it is most

Grand Prix owing to illness and was hoping to make

probable Syahrin will become a confirmed dri-

his comeback in the first 2018 round in Qatar on 1

ver: 'Since Jonas announced his withdrawal we've

March. Unfortunately, the German withdrew for the

been looking for the right replacement. We've had

whole season, which forces the team managed by

a lot of meetings and have arrived at the conclu-

Hervé Poncharal to find a replacement for him at a

sion that Hafizh Syahrin would be a very good

time of the year barely propitious for recruitment!

choice for the team. It's a matter of only three test

The last series of tests, from 16 to 18 February on the

days but I'm very enthusiastic and convinced he'll

Thai circuit of Buriram, will see Tech3 assess the po-

show us what he's capable of. Our final decision

tential of a new contender for the second Yamaha

will be taken after Buriram.'
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